POLY STUDIO R30

The Poly Studio R30 USB video bar offers a dynamic camera experience that ensures everyone is seen clearly — making meetings easier and more inclusive than ever, with Poly DirectorAI technology. Enjoy rich audio that filters out background noise and makes sure everyone is heard clearly. IT managers love how easy it is to set up, manage, and deploy and with cloud-based Poly Lens management functionality, it’s a win-win. This plug-and-play video bar offers maximum meeting quality with minimum hassle.

- Sharp 4K camera with 120-degree field of view.
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- Powerful integrated speaker.
- Multi-microphone array.
- Works with any video app on your PC or Mac.

AN EASY-TO-USE USB VIDEO BAR FOR SMALL CONFERENCE SPACES

BENEFITS

- Poly DirectorAI technology ensures everyone is seen clearly with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- Connect to Poly Lens over Wi-Fi to ensure the device can always be managed from anywhere, even when not connected to a computer.**
- Hear pristine clarity and rich sound with a powerful integrated speaker featuring acoustic suspension with a passive radiator.
- Make sure you’re always heard clearly with an advanced multi-microphone array.
- Prevent distracting noises and side conversations from interrupting your meetings with NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
POLY STUDIO R30

SPECIFICATIONS

CAMERA
• Ultra HD (4K 16:9, 2160p), Full HD (1080p), HD (720p)
• 139° DFOV, 121° HFOV
• True color and low light compensation
• Automatic meeting experience powered by Poly DirectorAI including speaker framing, presenter tracking, and conversation mode
• Electronic zoom up to 5x*
• Manual pan, tilt and zoom control through Poly Lens Desktop App

AUDIO
• Poly Acoustic Clarity technology with advanced acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression
• Poly NoiseBlockAI technology
• Poly Acoustic Fence technology
• Microphones: 3-element beamforming microphone array
  – 50 Hz to 14 kHz frequency response

SPEAKER
• 100 Hz to 20 kHz frequency response
• Output: 84 dBSPL @ 1000 Hz @ 1 meter at maximum volume

INTERFACES
• 1x USB 3.0 Type-C port (with USB 2.0 compatibility)
• 2x USB 2.0 Type-A ports
• Power connector
• Kensington security lock
• 802.11ac Wi-Fi wireless networking for manageability; IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n compatible**
• Bluetooth® 4.2**

POWER REQUIREMENTS
• External DC power supply: 12V/3A

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
• Windows 8.1, 10, 11
• Mac OS 10.10 or higher
• USB 3.0 required for 4K video

DEVICE DRIVER SUPPORT
• USB 2.0/3.0/3.1
• UVC/UAC Plug and Play Compatible

COMPATIBILITY
• Compatible with any application that supports standard USB audio and video drivers
• Certified for Zoom Rooms
• Microsoft Teams compatible

MANAGEABILITY
• Cloud: Poly Lens service
• Local (Windows/Mac): Poly Lens Desktop App

SECURITY
• 802.1x support**
• Certificate management

OTHER FEATURES
• Adjustable monitor clamp
• Standard Tripod thread
• Inverted mounting option
• USB-A ports built-in for wireless headset adapter or other peripherals as USB hub
• Status LED indicates calling and mute state

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
With monitor clamp:
• 17.5 W x 3.4 H x 3.2 D (inches)
• 445 W x 86 H x 81 D (mm)
• 1 lb 13 oz / 737 g

Without monitor clamp:
• 17.5 W x 2.7 H x 3.2 D (inches)
• 445 W x 68 H x 81 D (mm)
• 1 lb 10 oz / 737 g

OPERATING CONDITIONS
• Temperature: 0° C to +40° C
• Relative humidity: 15% to 80% relative humidity, non-condensing
• Altitude: Up to 16,000 ft

PACKAGE CONTENTS
• Poly Studio R30 USB video bar
• Removable monitor clamp
• Power supply (1.5 m /4.9 ft)
• Power cord (2.7 m / 9 ft)
• USB 2.0 cable (Type-C to Type-A, 5 m/16.4 ft)
• Setup sheet
• Removable privacy cap

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Bluetooth remote control**
• Wall mount

WARRANTY
• 1-year limited warranty included
• Poly+ enhanced support available

*Up to 5x zoom without tracking, and 4x zoom with auto tracking.
**Not available on no radio versions.
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LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Studio R30 visit poly.com/studio-r30